
Home Economics: Project Background

Seven Women is an organization that empowers marginalised women in Nepal by
catalysing entrepreneurship through an ecosystem of social enterprises.

These enterprises contribute towards education,
skills training and income generation.

100% of the profits are reinvested into community outreach programs,
and since its inception, over 5,000 women have been trained and employed

by Seven Women, transforming their lives and their communities.
Seven Women endeavours to reduce the disability stigma in Nepal and enable all Nepali 

women to access education and earn a living.

Part of Seven Women’s enterprising model is a purpose built international standard cooking 
school that hosts Nepali cooking classes for up to 25 tourists at a time.

The classes are popular across many international travel companies that bring groups to the 
center regularly. 

Link to website:  http://bit.ly/SWinternships 

Supported by



Internship Program
Position: Home Economics Intern

Position Description
 
Seven women hosts groups of tourists on a daily basis leading cooking classes. The classes serve as 
a way we generate local income and inspire travellers to get involved in seven women through other 
means. The cooking school is also used to train marginalised women in the culinary and hospitality 
industry. We are looking to create a Catering business from the cooking school but are seeking
training for the staff before getting into the expansion phase. The central focus of the internship is to 
build an action oriented empowerment plan and implementation for staff members of the cooking 
school that would upskill and educate them regarding relevant aspects froma home economics lense. 

Responsibilities

Review existing standards and processes to suggest improvements
Educate staff about food nutrition, hygiene, health and safety standards
Educate staff regarding Allergies, additives and reading food labels/nutritional information
Evaluate current operations and provide training on areas such as quantities of food/ingredients for 
different group sizes, costs for producing food and waste management 
Developing staff skills in using formulae–calculating quantities of ingredients for smaller or larger 
groups than intended by a recipe.
Analyze statistical data e.g. health statistics and share knowledge
Use digital technologies to design and administer surveys related to social issues 
Use digital photography to represent stages in the development of products or to provide evidence of 
their learning
Use blogs to create journals to monitor progress and thinking
Designing and preparing foods that are low cost alternative to energy dense take-away food,
food/meal plans that have a low ecological footprint
Evaluate existing equipment to analyze if they are sufficient or could we be using other resources to 
save energy etc. 
Intercultural understandings: Develop respect for and appreciation of their own and others’ cultures 
by exploring family, food and clothing customs of other cultures
Include aspects of home economics not necessarily accommodated in other learning areas. For 
example, the importance of families, practical food preparation, consumer and financial literacy.

Duration: 3 Months | Dates: Flexible

Project Background

Education, as we know is key to human development and progress towards providing
employment pathways. Lack of education not only acts as a barrier to employment but also 
limits one's ability to function in a society in simple ways such as counting money, making 
savings and budgeting expenses. Immobility is a real result of not being educated.

Poverty stricken families in Nepal that often have many children are unable to a�ord their 
education. Schools that operate in these areas mainly have male students as girls are
destined for marriage and a very tough life from their early teens.

A position exists for an intern to provide support to Seven Women’s literacy and scholarship 
programs that are currently in operation at the centre in Nepal as well as in the surrounding 
villages. The volunteer will work on evaluating current processes while developing new ones 
for implementation, creating evaluation and reporting procedures and putting systems and 
structures into place. The role would also focus on building and sharing systematic skill 
development techniques for teachers and students, and expanding the overall e�ectiveness 
and reach of the literacy programs. 

Applicants will attend an online meeting with the Seven Women CEO before departure and 
an induction in-country at the Seven Women Centre shortly after arrival.



www.sevenwomen.org
www.handsondevelopment.com.au

Eligibility

Applicants will attend an online meeting with the Seven Women CEO before departure and an induc-
tion in-country at the Seven Women Centre shortly after arrival.

Be passionate about Home Economics/Cooking
Currently enrolled in a tertiary course (preferably in Education, management or development studies), 
or a recent graduate within 24 months of course completion (academic credit may be available)
Be willing to get a Working With Children Check/Police Check in line with Australia’s
Child Safety Legislation 

Skills required

Minimum 1 year experience working in or studying Home Economics
Strong inter-personal and communication skills
Strategic thinking & team orientation 
Ability to multi-task
Analytical thinking
Strong eye for detail
Self-driven

Inclusions

Accommodation 
Lunches while at the Centre
Airport Transfers
Local SIM card 
Project costs
Project related transport

Exclusions

Flights
Visa fee
Personal expenses


